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Sale: Two-level Penthouse in the RC "Park City" 
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ID 1536

City / Region Zhukovskiy

Address Moscow region, Zhukovsky city district,
Zhukovsky, st. Amet-khan Sultana, 15k1

Total area 590 m²

Living space 348 m²

Floor / number of floors 17/17

Rooms 10

Parking Guarded parking

House type Monolithic

Price 69 999 999 ₽ 80 000 000 ₽

Exclusive offer in the city of Zhukovsky. Two-level Penthouse on the 17-18th floor of an
18-storey monolithic house, the total area of the apartment is 590 sq.m. The first level: a
living room of 49.3 sq.m., a master bedroom of 25 sq.m. With its own dressing room (9.2 sq.m.)
and a bathroom (16 sq.m.), a kitchen (20.2 sq.m.), a living room (43.8 sq.m.), a bedroom (25.5
sq.m.) Sq.m.) with a wardrobe (9.2 sq.m.), two children’s rooms of 23.8 sq.m. And 24.4 sq. M, two
combined bathrooms, guest bathroom, storeroom room. From the first level access to a
spacious terrace of 236 sq. M. From where you can enjoy a breathtaking panoramic view. Attic
floor: billiard room 79.8 square meters, study 30.1 square meters, two bedrooms 31.7 and 14.4
square meters, bathroom The apartment is designed by an individual design of expensive
finishing materials. On the floor a parquet board and granite tiles with heated floors. The
apartment is equipped with all necessary equipment, a video surveillance system, the «Smart
House» system. Ceiling height: 17th floor — 3.1 m, attic floor — 2.65 m. There is a parking place
in the underground parking. Their cost is already included in the price of the
apartment. Fenced territory — entry by pass. Elevator system with access control to the
floor. The developed infrastructure of the area and excellent transport links with Moscow and



Oblasti.Odin adult owner. No one is registered. Total cost in the contract. Free sale.

Detailed information: 8-916-657-01-12 Elena
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